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How NGOs support US-NATO-Israel Military Agenda
in Syria under a Fake Humanitarian Mandate
Doctors Without Borders Aiding Globalists in Syria

By Brandon Turbeville
Global Research, October 17, 2013
Activist Post

As fighting continues to rage across Syria, Doctors Without Borders (DWB) is now calling for
“greater  access  for  humanitarian  aid  to  Syrians  suffering  in  their  country’s  civil  war”  and
urging the international community to show as much urgency in regard to humanitarian aid
as it did to the Syrian government’s chemical weapons.

Of course, it should be noted immediately that the conflict in Syria is not so much a civil war
but an invasion of foreign forces put together from all over the world and funded by the
Anglo-American  powers.  Moreover,  it  should  also  be  pointed  out  that,  during  the
international hysteria over Syria’s chemical weapons stockpile, there has never been even
one shred of evidence suggesting that the Syrian government has used chemical weapons
against  civilians  or  even  against  the  deaths  squads  running  rampant  and  inflicting  terror
upon the Syrian people.

“Humanitarian Aid”
Anthony Freda Art

Regardless, the General Director for Doctors Without Borders Christopher Stokes, stated to
AP  that  “You  have  an  industrial-scale  war,  but  you  have  a  very  kind  of  small-scale
humanitarian response. There is a recognition that greater humanitarian access is needed
for life-saving assistance, but at the same time we don’t see the mobilization.”

Although the United Nations council issued a call for immediate access to all areas inside
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Syria,  including  in  conflict  areas  and  across  battle  lines,  there  still  exists  a  number  of
obstacles  to  actually  getting  that  aid  to  the  people  who  may  need  it.

The AP report continued by stating,

Stokes said the aid community has long been told that it’s impossible to grant
full access to all regions affected by the fighting, and that “one side is always
blaming the other” for the impasse.

But the recent agreement to grant international inspectors unfettered access
to every site linked to Syria’s chemical weapons program “has shown is that it
is possible, if the international political willingness is there, to grant access and
free movement to aid agencies to go into these enclaves,” Stokes said.

“Cease-fires  could  be  organized  as  was  done  to  allow  chemical  weapons
inspectors in, they could be organized to allow in medical convoys,” he said.

Yet,  while  Stokes  claims  that  part  of  the  difficulty  in  providing  aid  to  suffering  Syrians  is
because “one side is always blaming the other” and therefore hindering the delivery, it
should  be  noted  that  not  only  does  the  responsibility  for  the  entire  conflict  rest  on  the
shoulders of the death squads, but that it is not the Assad government who has captured
and kidnapped aid workers – it is only the death squads who have been guilty of this crime.
Thu,  the  responsibility  regarding  the  hindrance  of  aid  deliverability  should  fall  on  the
shoulders of the death squads as well.

It is true, however, that the Syrian government has not granted DWB permission to operate
inside Syria at this time. However, there may be a more justifiable reason for Assad’s refusal
to allow the organization to set up camp in Syria than first meets the eye.

This is because Doctors Without Borders, along with several other internationally recognized
and renowned human rights and medical charity organizations, have been clearly implicated
in their cooperation with Anglo-American interests in the ginning up of a case for Western
military action against Syria by misreporting and even outright lying in regards to massacres
having taken place inside the country.

Indeed, DWB is maintaining a highly questionable operation in Syria – with aid distribution
almost  exclusively  established within  “rebel  controlled”  areas,  thus  allowing the death
squads to soak up much of the humanitarian supply line.

Even  in  the  AP  report,  DWB  admits  that  it  is  currently
operating six “field hospitals” in “rebel-controlled” areas and is supporting medical facilities
in both areas that are controlled by the death squads and the government. Still, both the AP
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report and DWB imply that the Assad government is to blame by suggesting that it  is
stalling further aid to the Syrian people – despite recent events which prove quite the
opposite.

It is important to point out, as Tony Cartalucci has done in his excellent article “’Doctors’
Behind Syrian Chemical Weapons Claims are Aiding Terrorists,” that, despite media claims
that DWB is “independent,” the fact is that the organization itself is being bankrolled by
many of the financier interests that clearly support Western military action against Syria.

As Cartalucci writes,

To begin with,  Doctors  Without  Borders  is  fully  funded by the very same
corporate financier interests behind Wall Street and London’s collective foreign
policy, including regime change in Syria and neighboring Iran. Doctors Without
Borders’own annual report (2010 report can be accessed here), includes as
financial  donors,  Goldman  Sachs,  Wells  Fargo,  Citigroup,  Google,  Microsoft,
Bloomberg,  Mitt  Romney’s  Bain  Capital,  and a  myriad of  other  corporate-
financier  interests.  Doctors  Without  Borders  also  features  bankers  upon  its
Board  of  Advisers  including  Elizabeth  Beshel  Robinson  of  Goldman  Sachs.

In a telling interview with NPR, which Cartalucci partially quotes in his own article, the
Executive Director of DWB, Stephen Cornish, admitted the fact that the organization largely
has provided medical aid to the death squads not just as a matter of unbiased Hippocratic
Oath-based treatment, but what appears to be a “rebel”-based program.

As Cornish revealed,

Over the past months, we’ve had a surgery that was opened inside a cave.
We’ve had another that was opened in a chicken farm, a third one in a house.
And these structures, we’ve tried to outfit them as best as we can with enough
modern technology and with full medical teams. They originally were dealing
mainly with combatant injuries and people who were – civilians who were
directly affected by the conflict. [emphasis added]

Even assuming that the “civilians” Cornish mentions are truly civilians, Cornish’s team has
also been focused largely on “combatant injuries” which is an interesting focus considering
that the teams are mainly located within death squad controlled territory.

Indeed, Cornish removes all doubt about whether or not the death squads are receiving
priority care as the interview continues. Cornish states,

So it is very difficult for civilians to find care. And one of the difficulties also is
that  a  number  of  smaller  surgeries  that  have  been  set  up  are  either
overwhelmed with combatants or primarily taking care of combatants. And
what we would certainly urge is that all surgeries and all health posts also are
accommodating the civilian population.

BLOCK:  You  mean,  in  other  words,  that  the  fighters  are  getting  priority  for
medical  care  and  the  civilians  are  suffering  for  that.  

CORNISH: Unfortunately, that is sometimes the reality on the ground. Some of
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the surgeries we visited, you could tell that because not only there were no
civilians on the wards,  but  there were also no beds or  toilet  facilities  for
women. So it’s kind of a dead giveaway. [emphasis added]

Tony Cartalucci expertly responds to the alleged “charity” provided by DWB when he writes,

In other words, the Wall Street-funded organization is providing support for
militants armed and funded by the West and its regional allies, most of whom
are  revealed  to  be  foreign  fighters,  affiliated  with  or  directly  belonging  to  Al
Qaeda and its defacto political wing, the Muslim Brotherhood. This so-called
“international aid” organization is in actuality yet another cog in the covert
military machine being turned against Syria and serves the role as a medical
battalion.

Indeed,  following  in  the  footsteps  of  corrupted  and  compromised  “human rights”  and
“charity”  organizations  like  Human  Rights  Watch  (see  here  and  here)  and  Amnesty
International,  Doctors  Without  Borders  is  sacrificing  whatever  legitimacy  and
trustworthiness  it  ever  had  for  the  benefit  of  wealthy  donors  and  their  Anglo-American
imperialist  desires.

In polite society, it is incredibly difficult to criticize an organization that uses charity, real or
imagined, as a cover for more nefarious means. Although Doctors Without Borders may
have done legitimate work in the past, its current position as the medical wing of the Syrian
destabilization will forever mar the organization, and it should therefore be discredited as a
source of information from this point forward.
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